<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| P    | Pass   | - Module is passed – mark is equal to module pass-mark or greater  
|      |        | - Module outcomes have been achieved |
| F    | Fail, no further attempt permitted | - Module is failed – mark is lower than module pass-mark  
|      |        | - All assessment attempts have been exhausted  
|      |        | - Module outcomes have not been achieved |
| SE   | Supplementary (Resit): Centrally-timetabled Examination | - Mark is lower than module pass-mark  
|      |        | - Module outcomes have not been achieved at the first attempt  
|      |        | - Reassessment opportunity is available in the Supplementary assessment period in the same academic year  
|      |        | - The reassessment will be classed as a resit  
|      |        | - Module mark will be capped at the pass mark for degree classification calculation |
| SU   | Supplementary (Resit): NOT Centrally-timetabled Examination | - Mark is lower than module pass-mark  
|      |        | - Module outcomes have not been achieved at the first attempt  
|      |        | - Reassessment opportunity is available in the Supplementary assessment period in the same academic year  
|      |        | - The reassessment will be classed as a resit  
|      |        | - Module mark will be capped at the pass mark for degree classification calculation |
| RS   | Resit externally in the next academic year | - Mark is lower than module pass-mark  
|      |        | - Module outcomes have not been achieved at this attempt  
|      |        | - Reassessment opportunity is available in the next academic year  
|      |        | - The assessment will be resat, but no teaching will take place, and no fees will be charged for the module resit  
|      |        | - The reassessment will be classed as a resit  
|      |        | - Module mark will be capped at the pass mark for degree classification calculation |
| RP   | Repeat the module internally in the next academic year | - Mark is lower than module pass-mark  
|      |        | - Module outcomes have not been achieved at this attempt  
|      |        | - Reassessment opportunity is available in the next academic year  
|      |        | - The whole module will be repeated, attending teaching (lectures, laboratories etc), paying pro-rata fees and completing reassessment  
|      |        | - The reassessment will be classed as a repeat  
|      |        | - Module mark will be capped at the pass mark for degree classification calculation |
| ME   | Supplementary (Sit) in the same academic year: | - Extenuating Circumstances have been agreed for this module for the assessment period  
<p>|      |        | - Circumstances for use: |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODULE RESULT</th>
<th>CIRCUMSTANCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| CENTRALLY-TIMETABLED EXAMINATION | o the mark may be lower than module pass-mark; OR  
o an extension to a deadline or deferral of an exam has been granted, so a complete mark is not yet available; OR  
o assessment for the module is not expected until after the Main Exam Board and the marks will be available at the Supplementary Exam Board  
  - A ‘sit’ opportunity is available in the Supplementary assessment period in the same academic year  
  - Original mark will be forfeited  
  - The sit will be classed as though it were a first attempt  
  - Module mark will not be capped at the pass mark for degree classification calculation |
| SUPPLEMENTARY (SIT) IN THE SAME ACADEMIC YEAR: NOT CENTRALLY-TIMETABLED EXAMINATION | Extenuating Circumstances have been agreed for this module for the assessment period  
  - Circumstances for use:  
o the mark may be lower than module pass-mark; OR  
o an extension to a deadline or deferral of an exam has been granted, so a complete mark is not yet available; OR  
o assessment for the module is not expected until after the Main Exam Board and the marks will be available at the Supplementary Exam Board  
  - A ‘sit’ opportunity is available in the Supplementary assessment period in the same academic year  
  - Original mark will be forfeited  
  - The sit will be classed as though it were a first attempt  
  - Module mark will not be capped at the pass mark for degree classification calculation |
| SIT EXTERNALLY IN THE NEXT ACADEMIC YEAR | Extenuating Circumstances have been agreed for this module for the assessment period  
  - Circumstances for use:  
o the mark may be lower than module pass-mark; OR  
o an extension to a deadline or deferral of an exam to the next academic year has been granted, so a complete mark is not yet available; OR  
o the complete mark will be available at an Exam Board in the next academic year  
  - A ‘sit’ opportunity is available in the next academic year  
  - The assessment will be sat, but no teaching will take place, and no fees will be charged for the module resit  
  - Original mark will be forfeited  
  - The sit will be classed as though it were a first attempt  
  - Module mark will not be capped at the pass mark for degree classification calculation |
| SIT INTERNALLY IN THE NEXT ACADEMIC YEAR | Extenuating Circumstances have been agreed for this module for the assessment period  
  - The mark may be lower than module pass-mark  
  - A ‘sit’ opportunity is available in the next academic year  
  - The whole module will be repeated, attending teaching (lectures, laboratories etc), paying pro-rata fees and completing reassessment |
## Module Results: Codes and Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **SB** Substitute the resit module | Mark is lower than module pass-mark | • Mark is lower than module pass-mark  
• A external resit opportunity is available in the next academic year  
• The original module will not be available for reassessment, so an alternative module must be substituted  
• The assessment will be resat, but no teaching will take place, and no fees will be charged for the module resit  
• Module mark will be capped at the pass mark for degree classification calculation  
• Student will only be permitted one attempt at a substitute module |
| **MB** Sit the module as a substitute | Extenuating circumstances have prevented the student from completing the original module successfully, and that module is no longer available for the second sit | • Extenuating circumstances have prevented the student from completing the original module successfully, and that module is no longer available for the second sit  
• In some cases (though not all), the mark may be lower than module pass mark  
• An internal ‘sit’ opportunity is available in the next academic year  
• Student will attend teaching (lectures, laboratories etc), pay pro-rata fees and complete reassessment for the whole substitute module  
• Original mark (for original module) will be forfeited  
• The sit will be classed as though it were a first attempt  
• Module mark will not be capped at the pass mark for degree classification calculation |
| **U** Mark unavailable | A mark was unavailable for these modules in time for the Exam Board, but is expected in the same academic year | A mark was unavailable for these modules in time for the Exam Board, but is expected in the same academic year |
| **PE** Pass with Extenuating Circumstances | Module has been passed, but extenuating circumstances have been agreed | Module has been passed, but extenuating circumstances have been agreed |